A well known cryptographic techniques is Playfair Cryptography, it is considered one of the classical method. After the invention of different techniques, it is easy to break Playfair. This paper proposed some way for removal of the traditional Playfair drawbacks. The Adaptive playfair algorithm proposed in this paper, add more security and complexity to the classical playfair algorithm. In addition to the use of two keys in form of matrices to encrypt the message, the proposed method works depending on using the odd even positions for the every pairs of the letters. The odd pairs encrypt through the first matrix key and the even pairs encrypt by using the second matrix, then applying XOR function with the third key to the result. The resulting cipher text will be in binary form, the plain text obtained by run proposed step backwards.
Introduction
In many applications in the life, there is a need to transfer information from the sender to the receiver. When information is transmitted, care should be taken so that the information is not accessible to a third party. Cryptography is the science that refers to the design of mechanisms based on mathematical algorithms that provide fundamental information security services. My consider the cryptography as the establishment of a large toolkit containing different techniques in security applications. [1] There are two types of cryptosystems based on the manner in which encryptiondecryption is carried out in the system: Symmetric Key Encryption and Asymmetric Key Encryption, the main difference between them is the relationship between the encryption and the decryption key. Practically it is impossible to decrypt the cipher text with the key that is unrelated to the encryption key. [2, 3] Third party will try to obtain the plain text using several cryptanalysis systems. Cryptanalysis is the sister branch of cryptography and they both co-exist.
It involves the study of cryptographic mechanism with the intention to break them. Cryptanalysis is also used during the design of the new cryptographic techniques to test their security strengths. [4, 5, 6] 
Review Of Literature
In 2008, Packirisamy Murali and Gandhidoss Senthilkumar present a new approach for secure transmission of message by modified version of Playfair cipher combining with Random number generator methods. One of the simplest methods of random number generator methods called Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) has been used. This approach mapped random numbers to secret key of Playfair cipher method and corresponding numbers will be transmitted to the recipient instead of alphabetical letter. [7] In 2012, Harinandan Tunga , Soumen Mukherjee present used multiple array of structure to store the information about the spaces and the other to store the information about whether an "X" has appeared in the alphabet matrix. Also a Password mechanism has supplied to increase the level of security. The key table extended from 5 X 5 matrix to 16 X 16 matrix form, and modified the previous 16 X 16 algorithm so that we can incorporate shifting of rows and columns of the 16 X 16 matrix to ensure that the encrypted text contains any ASCII ranging between 0 -255. [8] Also in 2012, Sanjay Basu and Utpal Kumar Ray present a modified playfair cipher using rectangular matrix In this method a digrams or groups of 2 letters in the plain text is converted to cipher text digrams during encryption using a key . Similarly during decryption cipher text digrams are converted to plain text digrams using the same key. The original 5 x 5 Playfair cipher can support only 25 uppercase alphabets. To overcome this drawback, authors propose a rectangular matrix having 10 columns and 9 rows which can support almost all the printable characters including white space. [9] In 2013, A. Aftab Alam, B. Shah Khalid, and C. Muhammad Salam present a paper deals with the modification of playfair cipher. The original 55 matrix playfair cipher is modified to 74 matrix playfair , added two symbols "*" and "#"in the matrix. The addition of these two symbols creates one-to-one correspondence between the plaintext and the ciphertext, which makes the encryption and decryption easy and unambiguous. [10] In 2014, Harinandan Tunga and Arnab Saha Suggested a method to encrypt and decrypt a text using a secret password provided by the user. The encryption machine takes the password and source message as input and generates acipher text based on Modified Playfair Algorithm using dynamic rectangular matrix. The decryption machine takes the same password and the cipher text generated by the encryption engine as input to produce the original message. 3. Existing Playfair Algorithm: [12, 13, 14] In this algorithm, an alphabets table of 5×5 grid is created as a key for encrypting the plaintext. Each of the 25 alphabets must be unique, since we have 26 letters in English alphabet, one letter (usually J) is omitted from the table. If the plaintext contains J, then it is replaced by I.
The sender and the receiver decide on a particular key. In a key table, the first characters (going left to right) in the table is the phrase, excluding the duplicate letters. The rest of the table will be filled with the remaining letters of the alphabet, in natural order.
To encrypt a message using Playfair Algorithm, first, a plaintext is split into pairs of two letters. If the message contains an odd number of letters, then a letter Z is added to the last letter, for example, the message "computing" will be written as -co mp ut in gz .
Depending on the location of each two letters in the matrix key, encryption will do according to the rules below: 
Adaptive Playfair algorithm
In addition to the general rules of original Playfair algorithm, the modified encryption phase is depending on applying the odd pairs of the message to the first key matrix and applying the even pairs of the message to the second key matrix. Then XOR function used to gather the result with another key (k3). Since XOR function deals with binary, the cipher text will be in binary form. Fig (1) show encryption phase diagram for the proposed method. In the decryption phase will implement the previous steps in reverse order. 
Encryption phase:
1-Plaintext = diyala university 2-K1= computer 3-K2=security 4-K3= 47
5-The first matrix is :
6-The second matrix is : 2-Compose the two matrices by using the two keys as follows The result show the fail of applying m-138 cipher text only attack cryptanalysis to break the cipher text of the proposed method, since m-138 cipher text only attack could not guess the correct plain text . Fig (2) show the difficulty of the proposed method against the m-138 cipher text only attack. The left window represents the encrypted text and the right window is for the expected text. 
Conclusion
In this proposed algorithm attempted to implement adaptive Playfair cipher. Since the classical Playfair cipher method is not secure because it based on polyalphabetic cipher, It is relatively easy to break because it still leaves much of the structure and a few hundreds of letters of ciphertext are sufficient. The proposed algorithm rapidly increases security of the transmission over an unsecured channel. The additional new process in the proposed algorithm (using three keys, double alphabet for each key matrix, applying XOR function) added more complexity and more security to the original method, which make the method very difficult to break the cipher text by the attacker. The attacker couldn"t guess the three keys correctly. The proposed method is more secure and difficulty than the classical Playfair algorithm.
